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Abstract

High-resolution temperature observations from the northern North Sea were used to study increased isotherm displacement

variance above the internal wave spectral continuum near the background buoyancy frequency (N). Existing linear WKB-

theories attributed such increase to internal reflection at a turning point within a moderately wide wave-guide or to resonant

wave generation from outside the wave-guide. In contrast to linear theory and partially following previous suggestions, the

present observations showed that in a narrow wave-guide this increase is due to just a few passages of near-monochromatic,

mode-1 interfacial waves. Furthermore, it was observed for the first time that these interfacial waves can occasionally grow and

increase their frequency (j) until j = NB V N00, where N00 denotes the frequency of the thin interface of thickness Dz00 moving

up and down and NB is the 5-day mean Eulerian background stratification. Maximum-displacement variance reached levels 2

decades above the long-term average value. The maximum-amplitude H of the j c NB-waves was half the vertical scale of the

mean pycnocline (and inertial shear layer) DzB = 2H delineated by depths z for which N(z) z NB, the dwave-guideT. As a result,
the high-frequency waves partially determined the background stratification because further growth was not possible, leading to

wave breaking at the edges of the wave-guide and thereby decreasing N. This mechanism for reduction of the pycnocline is

different from accepted mechanisms such as boundary mixing and internal mixing following inertial shear. However, as it

occurs within a finite thick pycnocline it may be responsible for much of the relatively slow turbulent exchange of nutrients

across pycnoclines in shelf seas.
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1. Introduction

The common view is that the seasonal vertical

stratification in density inhibits vertical turbulent
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exchange of nutrients in shelf seas such as the North

Sea, thereby hampering the growth of phytoplankton

in summer. This situation is considered to last until

autumn storms mix water masses from the weak

near-surface and -bottom boundary layers, via

turbulence induced by the atmosphere and tidal

current friction. Although this boundary mixing is
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Fig. 1. Definition sketch of stratification, with the thick and dashed

extension profiles computed at a vertical resolution of ~0.1 m (see

text for all definitions). Nmax and NB indicate the background

Eulerian mean stratification in the pycnocline. N00 indicates dloca
stratificationT.
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important for autumnal pycnocline erosion, recent

observations have shown that an internal mixing

mechanism can provide turbulent exchange of

nutrients in summer (Van Haren et al., 1999), or

autumn (Krauss, 1981; Van Haren et al., 2003),

whilst the near-surface and near-bottom boundary

layers do not overlap until very late in autumn. This

internal mixing is generated externally via dlarge-
scaleT vertical inertial current shear following a

passage of an atmospheric disturbance and creating

maximum shear at the pycnocline.

However, as demonstrated in laboratory experi-

ments (Thorpe, 1971) and described theoretically

(Turner, 1973), steady shear at the pycnocline does

not produce turbulence directly. First, smaller, high-

frequency internal waves are generated, which may

form overturning billows and eventually break via the

large-scale shear and thus produce the diapycnal

turbulent mixing, possibly affecting exchange of

nutrients. The strength of this mixing across the

pycnocline has often been debated. Due to the strong

ambient stratification mixing efficiency of the energy

input is expected to be only ~0.25 (McEwan, 1983),

reaching maximum values of ~0.36 when the wave

amplitude equals the interface thickness as estimated

from modelling (Fringer and Street, 2003). Also,

wave-induced mixing occurs intermittently, ~5% of

the time (Woods, 1980). So far, there are few

oceanographic observations of the relative importance

for mixing and the dominant frequency of such small-

scale internal waves propagating in stratified seas with

or without large external shear.

This paper presents observational evidence from

the northern North Sea that enhancement of internal

wave energy levels near the buoyancy frequency (the

highest possible internal gravity wave frequency,

defined below) can be produced by the passage of a

few near-monochromatic waves and their association

with local stratification. Such high-frequency near-

monochromatic (narrow band) waves occurring

mainly in the lowest vertical mode in groups of 2-

12 waves have been observed previously (Sabinin,

1973; Brekhovskikh et al., 1975). The variability

within the group, and thus the variation with time of

spectral peaks near the buoyancy frequency, was

hypothesised to be connected with the (unspecified)

generation mechanism and/or affected by the wave-

guide (stratification) variability with time (Brekhov-
skikh et al., 1975). The latter, possibly nonlinear,

interaction between wave-guide and wave groups was

considered an important mechanism for diapycnal

mixing (Shrira, 1981; Miropol’sky, 2001). The obser-

vations presented here show many features of the

observations above and focus in more detail on some

aspects of this interaction, using a specially designed

high-resolution thermistor string (Van Haren et al.,

2001).

In the ocean interior, internal gravity waves exist at

frequencies f b j b N, N J f, between the inertial

frequency f at which motions are purely horizontal,

and the dbackground, average large-scale,T buoyancy
frequency N(z) = (�g dlnU/dz)0.5, the natural fre-

quency of vertical oscillation in a density (U) stratified
fluid (g denotes the acceleration of gravity). This

definition of N implies averaging over time and

vertical length scales that are much larger than those

of internal waves. Strictly speaking, this means

averaging over periods much larger than the inertial

period, and over vertical scales much larger than the

typical inertial shear length scale. This scale DzS c 5

m in the northern North Sea (Van Haren et al., 2003),

where the vertical current shear vector is defined as S =

(Bu/Bz, Bv/Bz). Henceforth, as shown in Fig. 1, we

define the dEulerian background stratification of the
l
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pycnoclineT (dstratificationT in short) Nmax = NB as the

maximum in a profile of stratification N when

averaged over DzB = 6 m and Dt = 5 d. These

averaging scales seem somewhat arbitrarily chosen,

but reflect the length and time scales of vertical inertial

current shear that is circularly polarised (Van Haren,

2000; Knight et al., 2002; Van Haren et al., 2003).

Locally in thin layers and/or for short periods,

stratification computed at the resolution of the

thermistor string (Dz = 1 m, Dt = 30 s) may become

very large: N00 J NB in Fig. 1. We distinguish near-

surface and near-bottom dwell-mixedT layers from

layers of denhanced stratificationT where DT/Dz N

0.01 8C m�1, that is where average N(z) N 10f.

Whilst motions near f generally dominate the de-

stabilising vertical current shear in shelf seas, N

determines stability and energy scaling in the deep-

ocean: Garrett and Munk (1972; henceforth GM)

derived the scaling N�1j�2 for the average deep-

ocean internal gravity wave continuum displacement

spectrum (and Nj�2 for the average energy spec-

trum) in the range f V j V N. Voorhis (1968),

Sabinin (1973), Brekhovskikh et al. (1975), Cairns

(1975) and Cairns and Williams (1976) showed that

near the buoyancy frequency potential energy (hence

also isotherm displacement) spectra were enhanced

above this internal wave band continuum. Sabinin

(1973) suggested that this enhancement was entirely

due to a few passages of high-frequency internal

wave groups, whose energy becomes dhiddenT in

long-term averages.

Earlier, Sabinin (1966) suggested an explanation

for the observed discrepancy between Nmax in a

pycnocline and the spectral peak frequency NR =

1.1NS V Nmax of waves observed between depths z1
and z2 (Fig. 1). NS is the constant buoyancy

frequency of a thick layer well below the pycnocline

(Fig. 1). Sabinin suggested that the dominant waves

at j = NR were generated by an (unspecified)

resonance mechanism by motions in the thick layer

below. This mechanism is not applicable for our

shelf sea, since NS p constant and dominant motions,

having amplitudes H, within the pycnocline have

frequency j = NB J NS, NS V 10 f V NB, as will

be shown in Section 3.

To model the observed spectral enhancement near

N Desaubies (1973) introduced Airy functions and

Desaubies (1975) suggested a maximum vertical
mode-number of j = 10–15, ~half the number

originally suggested by GM. However, this theoret-

ical enhancement was more peaked near N than the

observations. Cairns (1975) suggested the use of less

modes j c 5, which was used in follow-up GM-

models (Garrett and Munk, 1975 and subsequent). A

better correspondence between theory and ocean

observations was obtained by Munk (1980), who

argued that the wave-guide had to be sufficiently

wide (with the vertical scale of the pycnocline J
the amplitude of the waves of j V Nmax), so that

the physical explanation was valid of dsoftT-reflect-
ing high-frequency internal waves (that is reflection

without energy loss at their dturning pointT in the

vertical). Despite its validity in a WKB sense and its

success in describing average internal wave spectra

near the buoyancy frequency, Munk’s (1980) argu-

ment does not hold for a shelf sea, which is under

wind- and bottom friction stress, just like Sabinin’s

(1966) suggestion. In a shelf sea under turbulent

boundary layer stress the wave-guide may become

very narrow (with the vertical scale of the pycno-

cline c the amplitude of the waves; but not

necessarily equal to the interface thickness as in

Fringer and Street, 2003), for example due to

erosion from above and below or due to a sudden

change in near-inertial shear across the stratification

(Linden, 1979; Van Haren and Howarth, 2004). Its

effect on high-frequency internal waves is shown in

this paper.
2. Data

A specially designed thermistor string was

moored in the northern North Sea at 598 19.05VN,
018 00.52VE, 110 m water depth, for nearly two

weeks in late October during autumnal decrease in

stratification. The thermistor string held 32 sensors

evenly spaced at 1 m intervals. The sensors had a

relative accuracy better than 0.5 mK, they had a

response time better than 0.25 s, they were all

sampled within 4 s and data were stored once every

30 s (further details in Van Haren et al., 2001). The

temperature data T(z,t) were converted to vertical

displacements D(T,t) of isotherms, from which

displacement spectra PD(j) were computed. In

contrast to Eulerian temperature spectra, such
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displacement spectra do not suffer from dfine-
structure contaminationT (Pinkel, 1981). During the

first week of deployment CTD information was

obtained to determine the location of the entire

pycnocline and to establish a relationship yU =

�(0.25 F 0.01)yT. During the deployment period

the near-surface temperature dropped from 10.4 Y
9.2 8C (Knight et al., 2002; Van Haren et al., 2003).

The near-bottom temperature also decreased with

time, but only by 0.02 8C around 7.4 8C, implying

no direct evidence for mixing across the entire

pycnocline.
Fig. 2. (a) Observed spectra PD(j), which were computed for different 5-d

string data. The solid spectrum represents days 294.6–299.6 (Nmax = NA

spectrum offset by 1 decade is the average over days 300.5–303.5 and 304

by horizontal lines on top of both solid vertical lines, which indicate th

indicates the factor (NB/NA)
�1. The sloping lines indicate the GM contin

computed every 30 s around z = �60 m from two neighbouring thermist

frequency in thin layers passing the sensors occasionally.
3. Observations

3.1. General stratification variations

The 13-d period of observations showed distinct

variation in pycnocline stratification, termed NA, NB,

N00. Within a week of deployment, the high-

frequency enhancement in the displacement spectrum

shifted to lower frequencies by about half a decade (N

= NA Y NB; Fig. 2a). Meanwhile, its spectral level

increased by the factor (NB/NA)
�1=2.25 at frequencies

well within the internal wave band (5 b j b 50 cpd),
periods using 7.600 8C-isotherm data interpolated from thermistor

), the dashed spectrum 300.5–305.5 (Nmax = NB). The dash-dotted

.5–306.5. One standard deviation of buoyancy frequency is indicated

e central frequencies. The height difference of these vertical lines

uum spectral slope of j�2. (b) Time series of buoyancy frequency

ors. NA and NB are as in a., N00 indicates the short-term buoyancy
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in accordance with GM. As was shown by Van Haren

and Howarth (2004), the transition to large-scale (~5 m

vertically, ~5 days in time) stratification followed after

a sudden drop in near-inertial current shear across the

pycnocline on day 298, with new equilibria established

by day 300. The drop in near-inertial current shear

came after the passage of a storm, apparently with

currents generated by wind-stress being 1808 out-of-

phase with existent near-inertial motions near the

surface (Knight et al., 2002). The second period (B)
Fig. 3. (a, c, e) Isotherm displacements with time for three typical 0.14-d peri

for [7.5, 9.8] 8C, dashed contours are drawn every 0.01 8C. Representative w
raw (rc3 degrees of freedom, df) displacement spectra are shown for the h

question mark ? indicate 0.14-d averaged local stratification computed in is

respectively. N00 indicates the largest local stratification. Five-day mean ba

(between �66 b z b �60 m), NB (between �68 b z b �62 m).
also showed very stable stratification N00 J NB in a

thin layer Dz00 c 1 m (Van Haren and Howarth,

2004), so that NA Y NB, N00 (Fig. 2b). The N00 was

observed over short periods (minutes) in a Eulerian

frame of reference (Figs. 2b and 3e), and over long

periods of several days in an isotherm-following frame

of reference.

In all three cases of different stratification of the

pycnocline NA (with strong inertial shear), NB (with

weak shear) and N00 (very thin interface), the
odswith different stratification. Solid contours are drawn every 0.1 8C
aves are indicated having periods H NA, H NB, H N00. In b, d and f nearly

eavy, solid and dashed isotherms in a, c and e, respectively. Nm and

otherm following coordinates for heavy, solid and dashed isotherms,

ckground Eulerian stratification of the pycnocline is indicated by NA



Fig. 4. Displacement spectra of 0.14-d data pieces of the 7.600 8C
isotherm, off-set in time by 0.07 d and one decade in energy. With

each spectrum, a j�2-slope is indicated for reference. A few centra

timestamps are indicated on the right-hand vertical axis. The red

dashed line follows the peak value in each of the spectra, which

increases with time while shifting towards higher frequencies. The

nearly identical green dashed line follows peaks with respect to the

j�2-slopes.
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enhancement in displacement spectra near these

frequencies was due to a few bursts of small temporal

scale waves occurring in ~10–20% of the observations

(Fig. 3), as described by Sabinin (1973). For example,

the overall spectral enhancement above the mean

spectral slope near NB was entirely attributable to a

one-day burst of the high-frequency internal waves

(Fig. 3e and f). Also note the dashed spectrum in Fig.

3f in relation to the estimated (question mark) local

buoyancy frequency: evidence of evanescent waves

associated with the free waves in the (NB N N?)

pycnocline. Otherwise over the 5-d period the

spectrum was continuous across NB (the off-set

spectrum in Fig. 2a). This spectral continuation for

j N NB was due to the thin layer stratification

observed here (Fig. 3e): very high-frequency (NB b

j b N00) internal waves occurred in small groups in a

very thin layer that was moved occasionally past the

sensors by lower frequency (j V NB) internal waves.

Such passages were shorter than 0.14 d (the averaging

interval in Fig. 3), hence an example of measured Nm =

N00 enhancement cannot be given; Fig. 3c and d is a

dreasonable exampleT. The existence of these very

high-frequency internal waves prevented the observa-

tion of 5-d mean displacement spectra that fell off

sharply near NB.

3.2. Detail of wave growth filling a wave-guide

The spectrum averaged over the one day 303.5–

304.5 (not shown) demonstrated a local minimum

below the canonical internal wave continuum GM

level at f V j V NB which was as large as the

enhancement above this continuum near j c NB.

Around day 303.5 this energy enhancement com-

menced at j b NB (Fig. 4). With time, spectra were

computed for 0.14 d data pieces in steps of 0.07 d,

amplitude and frequency increased up to their

maximum values at day 303.95, the maximum

frequency being at the background Eulerian buoyancy

frequency of the pycnocline (NB), established at day

297.8. The maximum spectral amplitude extended two

decades above the j�2-slope. During the growth stage

the extent above the GM continuum level occupied

more or less the same frequency band, whilst band-

width Dj between frequency limits where P(j) =

F0.1P(jp) around the peak frequency jp decreased to

its minimum at day 303.95, when the maximum
l

amplitude was reached. The maximum amplitudes and

frequencies of the NB-waves lasted less than 1.5 h, that

is less than 10 buoyancy periods H NB (Fig. 5).

During this relatively short period of time, the

waves were close to monochromatic and thus not so

widely smeared in frequency as average spectra

suggested. The length of the wave-group pointed to

a relative bandwidth Dj/jp c 0.1. This value was

similar to that observed for internal near-inertial and

tidal bandwidths in the deep ocean (Van Haren, 2004).

The vertical limitation of growth of NB-waves was

apparent from the red curves in Fig. 5, where the

maximum wave excursion 2H just fitted the wave-

guide set by the limits of NB: 2H = DzB (between the



Fig. 5. As Fig. 3e but including contours every 0.001 8C (lower solid contours) and estimates of the wave-guide widths DzB for j V NB (between

the blue lines delineated by the red curves and the green dashed lines). The red curves indicate Eulerian N(z) (axes on top), which was computed

twice using averages over Dz = 1 m and Dt = 0.03 d around the position of the green vertical dashed lines at 5-d mean background Eulerian NB =

130 cpd (the solid N graph in Fig. 1 resembles the red curves). The depth intervals between intersections of these vertical dashed lines and the

red curves, between o-o for the first red curve and above -o for the second, indicate the depths where N(z) N NB. The vertical yellow lines are for

referencing wave crests at various depths.
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blue lines). The waves occurred with a mode j = 1

structure as observed before (Sabinin, 1973; Brekhov-

skikh et al., 1975; Eriksen, 1978), closely following

the wave-guide strained by some lower-frequency

differential advection and near-surface and near-

bottom mixing. Occasionally, these waves carried

higher frequency waves (j c N00), not only at crests

as indicated but also on the flanks of the NB-waves.

Such high N-values were not found by computing the

0.03-d Eulerian mean, showing that such an averaging

period is too long to find N00 (cf. the 30 s intervals

used in computing N in Fig. 2b). Although the values

of all background Eulerian pycnocline stratification

Nmax were dominated by averaging a few passages of

Nmax-waves displacing thin layers of stronger strat-

ification, e.g. also the examples in Fig. 3a and b, only

the N00-waves and the one event in Fig. 5 filled the

wave-guide. The latter was the most dramatic and

pronounced, evidence of highly non-linear generation

as it appeared in a (wave-)group that cannot be

described using linear theory, despite the apparent

highly linear shape of individual waves.

Until day 303.92, the entire layer of enhanced

stratification (N N 10f) was restricted between �76 b

z b �62 m by boundary mixing, as evidenced from

the irregular contours above and below the regular

waves. The very strong stratification (N00) was
maintained for six days, until day ~304 (Fig. 2b),

after which this thin-layer stratification was gradually

reduced mainly by a thickening of its layer together

with a relaxation of boundary mixing. Around this

date wind stress was negligible (Van Haren and

Howarth, 2004). This reduction in N00 followed the

period of maximum amplitude of the large NB-waves

that were also found outside the wave-guide, albeit

having lesser amplitudes, probably devanescent
wavesT. The lower dpycnoclineT had a local buoyancy

frequency of only ~0.6NB, decreasing with time. After

day 303.95, when maximum amplitude at frequency

NB was reached, the latter waves were accompanied

by observed overturns, as evidenced from the irregular

and closed contours, notably in the dashed wave

contours between ~70 and 75 m depth. This suggested

mixing by wave breaking (in addition to boundary

mixing) outside the edges of the wave-guide, mainly

below the pycnocline. This eventually resulted in an

overall reduction of background Eulerian stratification

bNB from day 305.5 onward (Fig. 2b).
4. Discussion

Changes in stratification commonly influence high-

frequency waves. A new aspect was shown in the
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present observations in which high-frequency internal

gravity waves may grow up to the layer thickness of

their wave-guide before dissipating. As a result, they

can influence overall internal wave scaling by

reduction of Eulerian background stratification. Obvi-

ously, such high-frequency waves should eventually

break under enhanced (near-inertial) shear (Marmor-

ino, 1987; Marmorino et al., 1987), like evanescent

waves observed at the edges of stratification by

Eriksen (1978) and in the present paper (lower right

half in Fig. 5). Woods (1980) postulated that dsheet
wavesT, short waves trapped in thin sheets of

enhanced static stability, are the most important waves

breaking in the ocean. Woods suggested that such

dbreakingT waves result from interaction of thin layers

of stratification (finestructure) and free internal waves.

In terms of the previous observations, this would

mean motions at j N N (for large-scale N) breaking,

advected by motions at f b j b N. This is observed

(Fig. 5), although the dbreaking wave motionsT seem
more evanescent waves, as suggested by Eriksen

(1978). The intermittency of their breaking may

reflect a state of continual re-attainment of dynamical

instability (Woods, 1980), or a near-critical value of

the gradient Richardson number. The latter was

observed in the northern North Sea for all three

situations NA, NB and N00 (Van Haren and Howarth,

2004).

It is not possible to conclude from the present

observations where the energy supply for the high-

frequency internal waves originated. The observa-

tions suggest that the mechanism for growth of near

N-waves relied on the input from the atmosphere

through the sea surface, as was suggested from the

downward propagation of wave energy inferred from

forward slanted wave crests with respect to yellow

vertical lines in Fig. 5, indicative of upward phase

propagation (Thorpe, 1987). Curiously, around their

time of generation wind stress dropped from

moderate to weak (Van Haren and Howarth, 2004).

Also, near-inertial shear was weak. Evidence for

wave-wave interaction is lacking, as surface wave

data were not available and tidal (higher) harmonics

are unlikely to generate such infrequently occurring

N-waves.

Although the presented observations of occasional

wave growth just filling its wave-guide and entirely

dominating the above-GM spectral enhancement near
N are from shelf seas, this may be observed in the

deep ocean as well. The link is through variations in

near-inertial motions that are important for internal

wave shear and thickness variation of enhanced

stratification. In the deep ocean pycnocline thickness

variations with time or straining are not likely to be

caused by external stresses as in the North Sea, but are

brought about inside the internal wave field itself

(Pinkel, 1981). The mode-1 motions near (f, N) are

important for motions at other internal wave frequen-

cies, which may occur in different higher modes given

the observed GM-scaling. It is suggested that future

ocean studies focus on the variations of motions near

both edges (f, N) of the internal wave frequency band

in spectra, also to establish variability in ocean

mixing. It remains to be established whether the

observed same number of waves in groups (same

relative bandwidth) at f and N is coincidental or

whether it has some relationship with mixing induced

by internal waves. The occasional breaking of these

high-frequency waves, whether or not supported by

large-scale shear, seems dominant in vertical

exchange of nutrients (with estimated eddy diffusivity

values of 0.3 � 10�4 m2 s�1 in summer (Van Haren et

al., 1999) and 3 � 10�4 m2 s�1 in autumn (Van Haren

et al., 2003). As a result, they are important for

phytoplankton late-summer/autumn blooms. In the

present paper, the evidence of localised mixing, as

inferred from closed contours in the high-resolution

temperature data, proves that turbulence exists in

strongly stratified layers. In future studies, the above

spectral studies may prove a useful addition to direct

measurements of N(z), which remain difficult using

CTD and moored instruments due to uncertainties in

suitable averaging scales.
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